Please Note: These minutes are pending Board approval.
Board of Education
Newtown, Connecticut
Minutes of the Board of Education meeting on April 3, 2018 at 7:30 p.m. in the council chambers
at 3 Primrose Street.
M. Ku, Chair
R. Harriman-Stites, Vice Chair
D. Cruson, Secretary
D. Leidlein
J. Vouros
A. Clure
D. Delia

L. Rodrigue
J. Evans Davila (absent)
R. Bienkowski
Staff
Public
Press

Mrs. Ku called the meeting to order at 7:32 p.m.
Item 1 – Pledge of Allegiance
Item 2 - Celebration of Excellence
Dr. Rodrigue presented Talia Hankin, and Rory Edwards with a gift of appreciation as March
was Board member appreciation month and thanked them for their work on the Board. She also
presented a gift to Debbie Leidlein and acknowledged her years on the Board and her
dedication to the community. She also spoke about Les Miserable which was the first
production in the new auditorium. She praised the teachers, cast, and crew for their outstanding
work. She recognized teachers Jane Matson, Brian Tenney, Kurt Eckhardt, and Janice Gabriel
along with cast and crew members Barrett DeYoung, Phoebe Doscher, M. J. Glover, Talia
Hankin, Harrison Hoffert, McKenzie Iazzetta, Aiden Moulder, Todd Perrin, Brooks Petershack,
Dan Riley, and Nina Soriano. A certificate of excellence was also presented.
Item 3 – Consent Agenda
MOTION: Mr. Cruson moved that the Board of Education approve the consent agenda which
includes the donation to the Newtown High School Drama Program, the resignation of Kat
Bivona and the correspondence report. Mrs. Harriman-Stites seconded.
Mr. Clure thanked Todd Ingersoll and Ingersoll Auto for their generous donation and how much
we appreciate all they do for Newtown.
Mrs. Ku thanked Mr. Cruson for the correspondence report and representing the Board with
responding to the public.
Motion passes unanimously.
Item 4 – Public Participation
Mrs. Ku asked those who agreed to what was being said to raise their hand.
Scott Skrzypczak , 5 Great Hill Road, was concerned about long bus rides if this current
proposal comes into place and that 50 minutes was too long. His daughter will start school in
three years. The majority of bullying is on the bus ride. He asked the Board to go back and
look at the amount of time students are on the buses.
Katie Burke, 48 Taunton Hill Road, asked to not stagger the start times at Reed and the
elementary schools. It’s good for the teachers but not for the students. Other solutions are
available. The elementary school ride times will be 40 to 50 minutes. The road behind Reed
will not be open to traffic because there would be an officer at the light. The benefits of a later
start time are being tracked at the high school and middle school. Numerous studies on adults
show negative impact riding for 30 minutes. The parent surveys at Head O’Meadow, Middle
Gate and Sandy Hook Schools indicate they want to keep the schedule as this year.
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Joe Skrzypczak, 3 Glenmoor Drive, spoke about having kindergarten students on a bus for 50
minutes. Look at what is good for that child. It’s a ridiculous amount of time after being in
school all day. He spoke to educators in parts of the country and their ride times are 30 to 40
minutes maximum. He asked the Board to give this a lot of consideration.
Sherry Wright, 10 Boulder Creek Road, said the current plan was not well vetted. We have no
concrete data on this system. She is interested to see how people feel about going back to the
three tier system. The new proposal to stagger times doesn’t solve problems either. Any
change requires more work and more buses. We are faced with two bad options. She asked
the Board to stop changing things and wait to find a plan for both teachers and students.
Jennifer Kelly, 14 Cobblestone Lane, has a daughter at Head O’Meadow School. Her daughter
is first to get picked up and she doesn’t want her child on bus longer.
Kristen Alesovich, 16 Fieldstone Drive, said the system doesn’t work now and the proposed
plan will not work. Regarding the calendar change for April 4, she said that many parents had
morning appointments before school. She suggested making changes with time for parents to
adjust their schedules.
Mike Garabowski, 47 Robin Hill Road, said the current system does not work and it’s time to go
back to what worked. He is concerned about students being on the buses for a long time. We
are too spread out to have this work. Find another way to save money instead of cutting buses.
John Feder, 27 Poverty Hollow Road, has two children in kindergarten and one in fourth grade.
His children aren’t riding the bus because they didn’t want their kindergarten children to ride with
fifth graders because of what they might hear. Some parents heard that bullying went on and
there were three and four younger students in one seat when there was just one fifth grader in a
seat. Last June he felt like the decision was being rushed.
Tracy Galassi, 21 Tunnel Road, felt that everyone who spoke had valid points. As teachers we
do not want the town divided. She hopes that all parties and issues are addressed with the
chosen plan. We don’t want it to be divided between students and staff.
Donna Albano, 1 Rockwood Lane, Danbury, teaches at Hawley School. She had spoken to
Dr. Rodrigue about the additional pressures on teachers by adding 25 minutes per day of noninstructional time to watch the students. There is a lot of stress with five-year-olds in her class
and this has been a huge impact this year.
Tom Kuroski, is a teacher at Newtown High School with 30 years in the district. He discussed
this with Dr. Erardi. The charge he had was that the cost of buses was not going to increase
which handcuffed the committee from making decisions with the students in mind. It is
unrealistic to make this change and we probably need to invest in buses. If it comes down to
fixing this it may come down to more buses to get it right.
Item 5 –Reports
Chair Report: Mrs. Ku said that Mr. Vouros would be involved in high school principal search.
She asked the Board for retreat dates and it looks like May 5 will be the date with the location to
be determined. Mrs. Ku, Dr. Rodrigue, and Mr. Bienkowski have been attending the Legislative
Council meetings and tomorrow night they may adopt the budget. The Board members were
asked to stay after the meeting for an update on the paraeducator negotiations.
Superintendent’s Report: Dr. Rodrigue has been meeting with the Newtown Center for Wellness
and is impressed with the behavioral health in the town. She complimented Jenn Crane who
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has facilitated this group which also aligns with the district focus on social emotional learning.
She has met with various PTA’s regarding the budget. Many parents have questions about
sustaining and enhancing our education. She will be talking with seniors regarding our budget
and the state budget. The middle school production of Alice in Wonderful, Jr. is this weekend.
She reminded everyone that whenever there is a concern to not hesitate to contact her or the
administrators. Social media is not always the place to get information. She thanked
Mr. Cruson and the Board members for their responses to the community.
Committee Reports:
Mrs. Leidlein said the CIP and Facilities Committee met tonight and will meet before the next
Board meeting regarding the Hawley and Middle Gate roof projects.
Mrs. Harriman-Stites said the Policy Committee is moving through the 5000 series and some
out of series policies which need to be updated dealing with graduation ceremonies,
promotion/acceleration/retention, and the service animal policy.
Student Representative Reports:
Talia Hankin: Two weekends ago Les Miserables successfully opened the new auditorium. She
thanked the administration and Board of Education for their continuous support of the arts and
also thanked Mr. Roach and Mr. Harrison for being in the play.
Rory Edwards: The high school had their annual career day this week with interviews by
professionals.
Talia: March 27 the secondary options fair was held for options other than college.
Rory: Spring athletics have begun.
Talia: There have been junior class counselor work sessions where seniors answer questions
about the college application process.
Rory: April is National Autism Awareness Month. Teams are selling pins and chocolate with the
money being donation to Families United in Newtown.
Mr. Clure thanked Matt Memoli for scheduling the freshman girls’ softball team for games with
teams in other towns. They won at Milford this Saturday.
Item 6- Old Business
Second Read K-1 Math curriculum
MOTION: Mr. Cruson moved that the Board of Education approve the K-1 Math Curriculum.
Mr. Vouros seconded.
Mr. Delia wanted to make sure there was training and support in place and if they needed any
resources.
Jill Bracksieck said there is ongoing training being offered and the district has been very
supportive with things in place to move forward.
Motion passes unanimously.
Ms. Bracksieck thanked the K-1 teachers and they looked forward to working with the other
grades.
Transportation:
Dr. Rodrigue said their purpose was to find solutions to some of the issues and they had
countless conversations with the leadership team who has done an outstanding job with the
changes this year.
Mr. Moretti said there is no perfect plan. The Task Force landed in a place that would be safe
and make ride times better and more equitable between the elementary and Reed Schools. We
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have looked at every avenue and reviewed plans that we said wouldn’t work and covered
everything. We have done all that we can do.
Mr. Clure reviewed the presentation and reached out to get some questions answered from AllStart and the Superintendent. He would appreciate moving this decision to the next meeting so
he can follow up with them.
Mrs. Ku said they were here at the last meeting. She would like to see us move on with this as
the task forces have worked on this for two years.
Mr. Vouros said the task force came up with an honest plan, which is not perfect but won’t be
perfect unless we spend money, which is not an option. Whatever we do we always have to
monitor and adjust. We need to decide if we are willing to add that much more money to the
budget or take the option from the task force which he is willing to do. Our charge was for the
high school and middle school for the mental health of the adolescents. You will find that
statistically it is working for students and parents. We have to work on the elementary schools.
If passed, it will be monitored. Washington told us it would never be perfect. If we had waited
to do this, he feels it would never have gotten done.
MOTION: Mr. Vouros moved that the Board of Education accept the recommendation of the
Superintendent’s Transportation Task Force for the 2018-19 school year by setting Reed
Intermediate School start and end times at 8:55 a.m. and 3:27 p.m. and setting the elementary
schools start and end times at 9:05 a.m. and 3:37 p.m. with the understanding that the Task
Force’s general transportation plan will be implemented. Mrs. Ku seconded.
Mr. Delia said the task force did a wonderful job but he was concerned that we were being
hasty. We should be patient and thoughtful in our decisions to come up with something better
for the community. He has questions and needs to talk to All-Star before he votes.
Mrs. Harriman-Stites agreed with Mr. Delia. In listening to the community and Mrs. Galassi
perhaps there is a hybrid plan. She has a hard time coming to terms with this plan or a plan that
was well researched by the task force that doesn’t meet the needs of the community. There are
serious concerns because of the impact on teachers and students. How many Kindergarten
students will ride a bus for 50 minutes? She would appreciate more time to discuss and does
not want to make a decision where we have to pick up the pieces. She applauded the first and
second task force. Teachers were told they would not be impacted but that was not true. She
would support a motion to postpone.
Mr. Cruson said there were numbers with the length of bus rides. He asked if All-Star ran any
tests on the routes.
Dr. Rodrigue said they normally do that. She stated that we need to know that some routes
change over the summer. All of the data we were given was checked and rechecked. She
would suggest that we stay where we are and have time to implement the plan.
Mr. Cruson said last year we were given ride time numbers and we had problems with routes
taking longer. 40 to 50 minutes is tough.
Dr. Rodrigue said that having five schools start at the same time was the issue as well as the
elementary teachers starting earlier with students.
Mr. Cruson said the morning is an unknown with buses getting into Reed and then to the
elementary schools. He doesn’t need more time to vote on the motion and could vote tonight.
Mrs. Leidlein said three members want more information before voting. If their questions can be
answered at the next meeting that would be alright with her. Regarding the motion tonight,
staggering start times is a difficult issue and still impacts teachers. If we make a change it will
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impact students. Neither is fair. There should be a better solution than putting the burden on
younger students. Middle school students riding buses this long has an impact so it would also
impact the younger students. She would need more information also. If this motion doesn’t
pass where do we go from here?
Dr. Rodrigue said we would stay where we are and work on the student downtime in the
morning and afternoon at elementary schools.
Mr. Vouros asked how that would work and how much it would cost. We don’t want to pit us
against the teachers.
Dr. Rodrigue thought we would hire paras to watch students as some are there for five to ten
minutes before they could go to their classroom. Our task force goal was to determine how we
move forward to make the system better. The teachers said they would rather be in the
classroom to avoid students being put in a gym even though they cannot get things done in their
classroom. We also took five minutes away from Reed because buses were late.
Mr. Vouros asked to get the ride time for kindergarten students. If we go back to the option we
have now, that information is important. Many children have after school activities. He also
asked how much staff would be needed to help in the morning at the elementary schools and
how that would be paid.
Dr. Rodrigue said that was not part of the work of the task force. The administration did not
want to see that happening in the morning.
Dr. Gombos said the elementary administrators thought about that 10 minutes in the morning
and felt it was not good to have these children who arrive early be in another location other than
their classroom. It would be stressful to begin their day in a different room. The teachers didn’t
want their students to start the day like that either.
Mr. Delia said his questions are about long bus rides not being good for the children.
Dr. Gombos said her buses clear by 4:32 p.m. but she doesn’t know how long they are on the
bus and she isn’t sure of the morning rides but no parents have complained
Mr. Delia asked for a week to get his questions answered
Tracy Galassi said Dr. Rodrigue worked with staff to decide what to do in the morning. The
students are all in the building by 8:45 a.m. It would be difficult to have holding stations. You
would need staff to handle 60 children.
Dr. Rodrigue said the issue is also the space for these students.
Mr. Cruson said Mr. Napolitano stated that there were a large number of drop-offs this year.
Dr. Gombos said all of the elementary schools have more this year.
Mr. Cruson indicated that some Head O’Meadow parents would start dropping off with this
change.
Mrs. Ku asked what information the Board needs to make a decision. She did not want to ask
another group to work and come up with a different solution. The first tasks force came up with
the same solution as what this task force is recommending. The former superintendent thought
he had a better solution and we went with that plan. She gave a document with bus ride
information. No one wants children on buses a long time but we have to look at what is
reasonable for a town the size of Newtown. 18% of the buses have a 46-50 minute run once a
day. Given 20% of the students are on for the full run, then 3.6% of the 1,337 elementary
students or 50 elementary students in the district would be on the bus for 46-50 minutes once a
day.
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Mr. Vouros said there isn’t an implicit trust in what All-Star has reported. We need to know if
that’s the case.
Dr. Rodrigue said that was the issue last year and there’s been an issue of trusting the ride time
for the routes. A lot of this information has been shared over time.
Mrs. Ku asked the Board what they needed to make a decision.
Mrs. Harriman-Stites feels it is important for her to wait a week to sit with this information. We
have been inundated with public comments and she asked for more time.
Mr. Delia values the work of the task force but needs answers to a few questions to be able to
vote.
Mr. Clure agreed with Mr. Delia. He is not trying to undermine the task force work in delaying
this decision. It took time to review the presentation but he was unable to get all questions
answered by tonight. He publicly thanked everyone who contacted him and the Board
regarding this issue. He also wants more time.
Mrs. Ku asked the Board to submit their questions to Dr. Rodrigue so everyone will get the
answers.
Mr. Clure said he has data to share with All-Star but one person is out of town, one is in the
hospital and one is sick. He hopes to have this done by next week.
Mr. Vouros felt it was important for Dr. Rodrigue and Mr. Bienkowski to be there when we speak
to All-Star.
Dr. Rodrigue agreed. We want the Board to have every bit of information they need.
Mr. Cruson said some might be solved if they were at the next meeting.
Dr. Rodrigue said we can invite them but there needs to be enough time to process the
information.
Mr. Vouros withdrew his motion.
Mrs. Ku asked to get the questions to Dr. Rodrigue as soon as possible.
Item 7 – New Business
MOTION: Mrs. Harriman-Stites moved that the Board of Education set the 2018 Newtown High
School graduation date for June 18 at 4:00 p.m. at the O’Neill Center and the Newtown Middle
School Moving-Up Ceremonies for June 19 at 4:30 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. in the Newtown High
School gymnasium. Mr. Vouros seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Mr. Clure asked if seniors do not need to be in school 180 days.
Dr. Rodrigue said this year we would ask seniors to come back the day after to get their
diplomas. We will set up an exit survey with lunch for them with that being their 180th day.
Mr. Clure asked what would happen for seniors if we have another weather day.
Mrs. Ku said that would have to be discussed at that time. We can talk about possibly having
school on Memorial Day.
Dr. Rodrigue stated that we would have to ask students to come back.
Motion passes.
Use of the Last Days of School:
Dr. Rodrigue proposed that the last two days of school, June 21 and June 22, to be teacher
professional development days. The last day for students would be June 20. Teachers have to
work 187 days and the students would go 181 days. Head O’Meadow students would go 180
days due to the school being closed due to burst pipes. We are within the guidelines.
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MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that because of the unusual weather-related changes in the school
calendar, the Board of Education designate the last two days of school, currently June 21 and
June 22, 2018, for teacher professional development and designate those last two days as nonattendance days for students. Mr. Vouros seconded.
Mr. Delia amended the motion to remove June 21 and June 22, 2018 as stated days. He had a
concern about teachers who had plans to leave on June 22 and he asked how paraeducators
are impacted.
Mr. Cruson didn’t like removing two more days with all the days we missed.
Dr. Rodrigue said we now have an opportunity to look at future calendars to avoid the last week
in June. It’s also difficult to take dates from the April break.
Mr. Clure asked if it was possible that June 20 might not be the last day of school.
Dr Rodrigue said that was correct if we had to add a day.
Mr. Clure asked if we could use Memorial Day.
Mrs. Ku said we would have to plan for that 30 days ahead of time. If we have more, that would
move the last day to June 21.
Motion passes
Minutes of March 20, 2018:
MOTION: Mr. Cruson moved that the Board of Education approve the minutes of March 20,
2018. Mrs. Harriman-Stites seconded. Vote: 5 ayes, 2 abstained (Mrs. Leidlein, Mr. Clure)
Motion passes.
Item 8 – Public Participation
Tom Kuroski thanked the incredible work done by both task forces. The proposed plan is
almost like the one proposed initially which the union and teachers thought would be for this
year. That plan would not have affected the teachers and is in alignment with the group who
went to Washington. The Board voted on a hybrid plan. He was bombarded by elementary
teachers with this change. He cannot applaud these teachers enough. The last meeting was a
well articulated plan. He spoke to Dr. Rodrigue when this unfolded and he doesn’t see keeping
this plan.
John Feder, 27 Poverty Hollow Road, said we need money for buses which is the answer. Go
back to three tiers with no shuttle and 20 to 25 minute bus rides.
Katie Burke, 48 Taunton Hill Road, thanked the Board for taking the time to get answers. The.
Charter says the Board could propose an amendment to add buses. We have 44 buses on tier
two and if you pull 22 out that it takes care of the elementary schools. You could also just have
them in the morning and use the shuttle in the afternoon. If the task force was given the cost
constraint of cost neutral there would be a different transportation plan. Looking at the 50
students each bus will have one or more students on a 50 minute ride.
Deborah Lubin-Pond, 24 Pearl Street, inquired if a grant could be written for this.
Chris Moretti, Task Force Member and Principal of Hawley School, said there is no answer
unless you change the parameters. He would want to know if anyone had a 50 minute ride last
year or the year before. Not all will have a 50 minute ride. Find out what the average ride time
is. What is appropriate for the children and affordable for the town? Children should not have
been in school earlier as it’s putting teachers on the spot. If you are not going to accept the
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staggered times the biggest question is what will you do if you don’t accept this plan. Next year
students will not go directly to class. Someone will have to watch them.
Jill Beaudry, 36 Queen Street, said that regarding 40 buses leaving Reed, they arrive in 10
minutes and leave in 10 minutes. It is very possible. This year there has only been six reports
of bad behavior. We have great students, teachers talked about it, and parents are saying the
right things.
MOTION: Mr. Clure moved to adjourn. Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 9 – Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 10:23 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

______________________________________
Daniel J. Cruson, Jr.
Secretary

